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Band structure of 68Ge
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The nucleus68Ge has been studied by gamma-ray spectroscopy following its population at high spin in the
reaction40Ca(32S,4p) 68Ge. The reaction channel was selected with the Microball array and gamma rays were
detected with the Gammasphere array. The level scheme is very complex, reflecting the many different, and
presumably mixed, excitation modes in this nucleus. Nevertheless, there appear to be some simplifications in
the spin range above 18\ where we have identified a superdeformed band and several terminating bands. The
results are compared with a cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky model without pairing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of large gamma detector arrays,
gether with very powerful ancillary detectors for light ion
has greatly increased the sensitivity of gamma-ray spect
copy following heavy ion reactions of the typ
(HI,xn,yp,za). The techniques have been applied to stu
exotic nuclei in weakly populated reaction channels, a
have allowed the study of very weak decay paths in nu
produced in the dominant reaction channels. These nu
may, with the very high sensitivity now achieved, reve
interesting aspects of nuclear structure. The recent obse
tion of highly collective bands in nuclei just outside th
double spherical shell closure at56Ni ~cf. @1–5#! is of con-
siderable interest, since this region has generally been
sidered to be described well by the spherical shell mode
motivation for the present work was to investigate how
addition of valence nucleons outside the56Ni core influences
nuclear structure at high spin.

Previous experimental studies of the68Ge level scheme
have been made by de Limaet al. @6#, Chaturvediet al.
@7,8#, and by Hermkenset al. @9#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A target comprising a 500mg/cm2 foil of metallic 40Ca
flashed on both sides with 100mg/cm2 gold layers to pre-
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vent oxidation was bombarded by a 134 MeV32S beam de-
livered by the ATLAS accelerator at the Argonne Nation
Laboratory. Here we discuss results for68Ge, populated via
the four proton evaporation channel. This was one of
most strongly populated channels in the reaction, produ
in approximately 20% of the fusion events.

For this experiment the Gammasphere array@10# con-
tained 101 HPGe detectors. Light charged particles were
tected with the Microball@11#, a 4p array of 95 CsI~Tl!
scintillators. Collimators normally in place to shield th
BGO suppressors of Gammasphere from a direct view of
target were removed to enable gamma-ray multiplicity a
total sum energy measurement@12#. Events were recorded
when a trigger on fourfold~or higher! cleang-coincidences
in the Compton suppressed array was issued. Approxima
1.73109 such events were recorded to magnetic tape.

The data for68Ge discussed here were analyzed with
quirements that~1! four protons were detected in Microbal
~2! the total energy of the detected protons plus the re
energy of the nucleus in the center-of-mass frame, adde
the total gamma energy detected, was consistent with
expected for the four-proton channel. This latter condition
simply an application of conservation of energy and serve
reduce contaminant events from other reaction channel
which one or more of the evaporated particles were not
tected @13#. The selected events were decomposed i
double coincidences and incremented into a symmetri
gamma-gamma coincidence matrix containing appro
mately 1.03109 coincidences, over 95% of which were a
sociated with68Ge. The only remaining contaminants th
could be identified were67Ge (4pn), 67Ga (5p), and
65Ga (a3p). The intensities of these contaminants relati
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D. WARD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014301
to the 68Ge (4p) channel were estimated to be 1.0%, 1.1
and 2.5%, respectively. The origin of these contaminant
clear; in the case of67Ge, a neutron was evaporated but t
total energy registered~four detected protons plus th
summed gamma-radiation! overlapped the region selecte
for the 4p channel, presumably because a higher than a
age fraction of the total gamma-energy happened to be
tected for those events. Similarly, in the case of67Ga, one of
the five evaporated protons was not detected, but
summed gamma-energy registered must have been h
than average. The leak through of the strong65Ga (a3p)
channel into the 4p-gated data arose from the occasion
misidentification of a low-energy alpha as a proton in det
tors located at backward angles relative to the beam axi

A correction to the mean recoil velocity according to t
momentum vectors of the detected protons was applied to
gamma-ray energies on an event-by-event basis@14#. The
bulk of the analysis was performed with the codes devi
by Radford@15#. These codes were applied to a matrix
which the mean recoil velocity was taken to be 3.57%
light speed,c, appropriate to production at the midpoint
the target foil followed byg decay after slowing down in
and exiting, the foil. This recoil velocity gave the best res
lution for the majority of the transitions, where the state lif
times were appreciably longer than a transit time through
foil ~on the order of 100 fs!. A second gamma-gamma matr
was constructed in which the recoil velocity was taken to
4.12% ofc, appropriate to production at the midpoint of th
foil followed by g decay in a negligible time compared to th
foil transit time. This matrix gave the best resolution f
gamma-rays emitted from very short-lived states in the
minating bands and in the superdeformed band. Project
of these matrices are shown in Fig. 1, where it is clear t
higher-energy gamma rays~say E>1900 keV) in the
‘‘fast’’ matrix are sharper than the corresponding peaks

FIG. 1. Projections of the ‘‘Regular’’v/c50.0357, and ‘‘Fast’’
v/c50.0412 matrices~see text!.
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the ‘‘regular’’ matrix, while the converse is true for lower
energy gamma rays.

A third gamma-gamma matrix was constructed for me
suring the directional correlations of coincident gamma ra
~sometimes called a DCO matrix!. Events recorded in the
angular range 79.2–100.8°~28 detectors of Gammaspher!
were incremented along thex dimension, while events in the
angular range 17.3–37.4°, and 142.6–162.7°~23 detectors!
were incremented along they dimension. As documented in
the literature, e.g.@16#, the intensity ratio of coincident pair
of gamma rays evaluated at coordinates (x,y)/(y,x) give
useful but limited assignments to transition multipolarities

III. RESULTS

A. Low-spin level scheme

The low-spin level scheme derived in the present exp
ment is shown in Fig. 2. It is based on a detailed analysis
the gamma-gamma matrix with theRADWARE analysis pack-
ageESCL8R @15#. Spin assignments are based on analysis
the DCO matrix. Parity assignments to the levels at 36
keV (52), 3883 keV (62), and 4054 (72) are those of
previous work. Beyond that, we assume that levels decay
predominantly to negative parity levels have themsel
negative parity. Tables of gamma-ray energies and inte
ties from this experiment are available on the world-wi
web @17#.

Previous studies by Chaturvediet al. @7# and by de Lima
et al. @6# used much less sensitive equipment; a more rec
study by Hermkenset al. @9# produced a low-spin leve
scheme of comparable detail to our own. Of the 22 levels
negative parity, up to, and including (152)E58791 keV
shown in Fig. 2, 21 correspond with the scheme of H
mkens. The only point of difference concerns the ordering
g983 keV versusg252 keV. With our ordering, we place
(42) level at 2900 keV, whereas the reverse ordering
Hermkenset al., puts the corresponding level at 3631 keV.
second experiment by Chaturvediet al. @8# assigned some 19
levels of negative parity up toE58791 keV, all of which
correspond with our own assignments.

We have assigned 26 positive-parity levels up to s
(121)E57763 keV, shown in Fig. 2. The level at 6663 ke
has no correspondence in the scheme of Hermkenset al.,
whereas their level at 3040 keV has no correspondenc
our scheme; a level at 3041 keV is reported by de Lima.
the same excitation range, the later experiment of Chaturv
et al. missed several positive parity levels assigned by o
selves and by Hermkenset al. Also, we find no evidence for
the level at 6671 keV assigned by them.

B. High-spin level scheme

The level scheme at high spins, Fig. 3, was deduced fr
the regular gamma-gamma matrix with theRADWARE analy-
sis package, but we have also made extensive use of
‘‘fast’’ matrix. The only levels previously identified abov
excitation energy 8173 keV (132) in the study by Hermkens
1-2
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FIG. 2. Low-spin level scheme for68Ge from the present experiment.
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et al. ~using the present energies as labels!, were 8792, 9389,
and 10 297 keV for negative parity, and 8661, 8869, a
10 218 keV for positive parity. Their level at 10 075 keV w
not seen in our data. Also, in this high-spin regime, levels
8661, 9170, 9013, and 10 665 were proposed by Chatur
et al., and correspond with our own assignments, wher
their levels at 8933, 9805, and 11 359 keV have no co
spondence with our scheme, or with that of de Lima. T
later experiment of Chaturvediet al. assigns levels at 8662
9014, 9171, and 10 664 keV in agreement with our le
scheme, and levels at 8933, 8868, and 10 025 keV, wh
have no correspondence with our scheme. Figure 4 showg
spectra in coincidence with the highest assigned transitio
each of the high-spin bands observed in the present ex
ment.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE LOW-SPIN STRUCTURE

The splitting of the yrast sequence into three 81 states is
an interesting feature of the68Ge level scheme. In particle
plus-rotor calculations, de Limaet al. identified these state
as (ng9/2)

2(81
1), (pg9/2)

2(81
2), and the continuation o

the ground-state band as (81
3). In analyses based on gene

alized VAMPIR calculations@18#, Chaturvediet al. and Her-
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mkenset al. identify the (81
3) as the continuation of the

oblate ground state band, whereas the (ng9/2)
2 is assigned as

81
2. In these assignments, the measuredg-factor, g5

20.2860.14 for the 812 state@19# confirms its character.
The tight cluster of states at 3649(52), 3883(62), and

4054(72) keV are very strongly populated in the prese
experiment, they have the structurep,n@p1/2,p3/2,
f 5/2^ g9/2#. In the two quasiparticle calculations of de Lim
et al., there are four low-lying negative-parity bands havi
one rotationally-aligned quasiparticle ing9/2 ~eithern or p)
and one deformation-aligned quasiparticle inp1/2, p3/2, or
f 5/2. In these calculations, the proton bands tend to
signature-split, whereas the neutron bands are not. Ba
their argument mainly on this feature their assignments
of the 3649~5!, 4054~7!, 5331~9!, and 7046~11! keV levels to
the proton band~with negative parity!: the neutron band is
proposed to be 3582~5!, 4454~7!, 5678~9!, and 7146~11! with
negative parity. These authors also assign 3883~6! and
4958~8! as the signature partner to the neutron band. T
present work extends the even-signature neutron ban
6420 keV (102), and 2900 keV (42). A second pair of
signature partner bands beginning at 4660 keV(72), and
5150 keV(82) are proposed in the present level scheme

The course of the five negative-parity bands discus
1-3
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FIG. 3. High-spin level scheme for68Ge from the present experiment. The superdeformed band has not been linked to the level
and its position is schematic.
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above is cut off by the occurrence of two very favored~low-
lying considering their spin! negative-parity states
8173 keV(132) and 8790 keV(152). The low-lying
negative-parity bands receive all their feeding from these
levels and none of their higher members can be identi
reliably. Even the positive-parity bands receive populat
from the 132 state, as seen in Fig. 2, but in this case ther
also substantial feeding from higher lying positive par
states which allows us to extend the bands to higher spi
01430
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V. CNS CALCULATIONS AT HIGH SPIN

Calculations have been carried out in the cranked Nilss
Strutinsky~CNS! approach to try to understand the observ
high-spin bands in68Ge. Configurations were fixed in a stan
dard way used in recent band-termination calculations~cf.
Ref. @20#!. Following previous calculations in theA
570–80 mass region, e.g.@21,22#, we have used theA
580 parameters of Galeriuet al. @23#. Pairing was ne-
glected, which is a good approximation above spin 15–20\
1-4
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BAND STRUCTURE OF68Ge PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014301
in this mass region@20#. Reasonably regular high-spin ban
are those observed to 232, 282, 261, and 251, labeled re-
spectively bands 1 through 4 in Fig. 3, and the super
formed band labeled SD1. Only these bands are consid
here.

A. General considerations

The nucleus68Ge has four protons and eight neutro
outside the doubly magic core,56Ni. In the valence configu-
rations, the active orbitals are those of theN
53 p3/2, f 5/2, and p1/2 subshells and theN54 g9/2 in-
truder subshell. Low-lying configurations will have one
two g9/2 protons and two or threeg9/2 neutrons. The highest
spin state which can be formed in configurations of this k
is I p5121 for the protons andI n5172 for the neutrons, i.e.
I max5292. Higher-spin states might be formed by excitin

FIG. 4. Coincidence spectra gated on the topmost transitio
each of the high-spin bands. Gamma-ray energies are given in
and the positions of the gating transitions are indicated.
01430
-
ed

d

one or two protons fromf 7/2, lying below the 28 shell gap
to the valence space orbitals. With onef 7/2 proton excited,
we would expect signature partner bands connected
strongM1 transitions but no such bands were observed.
we will show later, the superdeformed band probably h
two f 7/2 protons excited.

We label the configurations in a standard notation@21# by
@p1 p2 , n1# wherep1 is the number off 7/2 proton holes,p2
the number ofg9/2 protons andn1 the number ofg9/2 neu-
trons. The favored high-spin configurations withp150 are
then @01,2#, @01,3#, @02,2#, @02,3#. With one or threeg9/2
particles, the favored signature for this subset is alwaysa
511/2 while with an odd number of (f 5/2,p3/2) particles,
the favored signature in prolate or near-prolate configu
tions is found to bea51/2 for three particles anda5
21/2 for five particles. The specific occupation of thef 5/2
andp3/2 orbits is illustrated in Fig. 5 from where the variou
I max values can be derived:

p~g9/2!
1~ f 5/2,p3/2!

3⇒I max54.514.5592,

p~g9/2!
2~ f 5/2,p3/2!

2⇒I max58145121,

n~g9/2!
2~ f 5/2,p3/2!

6⇒I max58165141,

in
V,

FIG. 5. The single-particle energies at an oblate deformation
«250.24 drawn versus their spin projection on the symmetry a
mi . The occupation of different orbitals in aligned configuratio
are illustrated by sloping Fermi surfaces. The highest spin state
bands 1–4 are interpreted as formed from the combination of
proton spinsI p5121 and 92 with the neutron spinsI n5162 and
141. The proton spins 121 and 81 are used when forming aligne
states at lower spin values in the configurations terminating at2

and 261.
1-5
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D. WARD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014301
n~g9/2!
3~ f 5/2,p3/2!

5⇒I max510.515.55162.

Combining these proton and neutron configurations, we
maximum spin states of 232, 251, 261, and 282. These
values coincide with the maximum spin states for the
served bands, suggesting that all four of these valence-s
bands have been observed to their respective terminatio

B. Comparison of the calculated and observed bands

In Fig. 6, the calculated energy curves~with a rigid-rotor
reference subtracted! of the configurations terminating a
232, 251 and 261 and 282 are compared with the observe
bands. The calculated configurations are followed from c
lective states at low spin and continuously through theg
plane to their termination. In general, there is a good ag
ment between calculations and experiment.

The shape trajectories of the calculated bands are dr
in Fig. 7. The figure suggests that the 232, 251, and 282

states are noncollective terminations and that the 261 state is
very close to the noncollective oblate axis and can in prac
be considered a termination.

As mentioned above, the superdeformed band is expe
to have two proton holes in thef 7/2 subshell. A few low-
lying bands of this kind are considered in Fig. 8. They a
compared with the superdeformed band assuming diffe
spin values. The comparison indicates that the spins in
band are, if anything, likely to be a few units higher than t
preliminary values suggested in Fig. 3. Thus, the obser
band is drawn with its lowest spin in the range,I 0514
218. The excitation energy is not known so the experim
tal curves can only be compared with the slope and the
vature of the calculated configurations, where the curvat

FIG. 6. The observed bands 1–4 in68Ge ~upper panel! and
calculated configurations assigned to these bands~lower panel!
drawn relative to a rigid rotor reference. The calculated bands
labeled@p1p2 ,n1# wherep1 is the number off 7/2 proton holes and
p2 (n1) is the number ofg9/2 protons~neutrons!. Calculated termi-
nating states are encircled.
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prior to subtracting a reference, is a measure of theJ (2)

moment of inertia. The fact that all curves are close
straight lines in the relevant spin range shows thatJ (2) is
close to the rigid body value at normal deformation,«2
50.2520.30, both in experiment and for the calculat
bands. The bands calculated to be lowest atI'30 in Fig. 8
are @22,3# and @23,3#. These calculated bands reproduce t
experimental band very well if its lowest spin value is ch
sen asI 0517. For the other two calculated bands in Fig.

re
FIG. 7. Shape trajectories in the («2 ,g) plane for the four con-

figurations assigned to bands 1–4 in68Ge and for two configura-
tions with two f 7/2 proton holes which are possible assignments
the superdeformed band. The configurations are labeled as in F

FIG. 8. The superdeformed band with different assumptio
about its lowest spin valueI 0 and arbitrary excitation energies i
compared with a few calculated configurations with two prot
holes in thef 7/2 subshell. The configurations are labeled as in Fig
and the same reference energy is subtracted.
1-6
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BAND STRUCTURE OF68Ge PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014301
@22,4# and@23,4#, the best agreement is obtained ifI 0516 or
possiblyI 0514 for the@22,4# configuration. These latter as
signments may at first appear less likely because these b
are calculated higher in energy. However, it is important
note that the superdeformed band observed in62Zn @1# is
assigned@24# to a configuration involving fourg9/2 neutrons,
although this configuration is calculated to be at least
MeV above the superdeformed configuration with twog9/2

neutrons in all of Nilsson-Strutinsky, relativistic mean fie
and Hartree-Fock calculations@24,25#. This discrepancy is
most probably the result of too high an energy for theg9/2
orbital in all of the commonly used parameter sets@24,25#,
so that the higher excitation energy calculated for the68Ge
SD bands with fourg9/2 neutron intruder orbitals occupie
does not rule out these configuration assignments. One m
also consider bands with fewerg9/2 neutrons than those
shown in Fig. 8 as candidates for the superdeformed b
Such configurations, however, tend to build the highest s
states at a high energy cost, i.e., contrary to the obse
band they have a small value of theJ (2) moment of inertia at
high spin~see Fig. 12 below!.

Two typical examples of deformation trajectories for co
figurations with two proton holes inf 7/2 are drawn in Fig. 7.
In general, the energy minimum is found at a negative va
of g at low and intermediate spin values but the minimu
goes over to positiveg values at some spin value,I
520–35, depending on the configuration. One can note
example that the small downwards curvature atI'22 in the
energy of the@22,3# configuration in Fig. 8 is caused by suc
a shape change while the@22,4# configuration has negativ
values ofg in the full spin range where the superdeform
band is observed. Thus, this band in68Ge might be the first
case of a superdeformed band built at negative values og,
i.e., corresponding to rotation around the intermediate a
However, the evidence that this is indeed the case is far f
conclusive.

C. Competition from noncollective states within the calculated
configurations

Having made the above interpretations of the obser
bands, we note that only smooth calculated configurati
have been considered and there are calculated noncolle
configurations at lower energies which do not have a
counterpart in the observed spectrum.

Let us first illustrate how such states may be form
within the configurations assigned to the observed band
considering the calculated band terminating at 232, which
involves the (g9/2)

2( f 5/2,p3/2)
6 neutron configuration with a

maximum spin ofI 5816514. The termination occurs a
«2'0.24 for the 232 state. In order to illustrate how thi
state is built, anei vs mi diagram at this oblate deformatio
is drawn in Fig. 5. Here, the single-particle energies,ei de-
pend on the spin projectionsmi , and may be represented a
points on inverted parabolas in the (ei ,mi) plane. For oblate
deformation, levels with the highestmi values come lowes
in energy. The total angular momentum generated by
particles in the direction of the symmetry axis is just the s
of the relevantmi values. It is seen that theI n514 state is
01430
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not optimal, insteadI n512 and I n58 optimal states are
formed within then(g9/2)

2( f 5/2,p3/2)
6 configuration. TheI n

514 state can then be considered as a particle-hole con
ration relative to theI n512 state as indicated by the dash
line in Fig. 5. When this neutron configuration is combin
with thep(g9/2)

1( f 5/2,p3/2)
3 proton configuration which ter-

minates atI p59 ~see the upper panel of Fig. 5! we would
expect low-lying 172 and 212 states in addition to the 232

state. This is also seen in the calculations, shown in the lo
panel of Fig. 9 where the energy of different local minima
the p(g9/2)

1( f 5/2,p3/2)
3 n(g9/2)

2( f 5/2,p3/2)
6[@01,2# con-

figuration are followed as a function of spin, and compar
with the band observed to 232.

As noted above, there is a good agreement between
band calculated to terminate atI 5232 and the band ob-
served to 232. However, the calculations suggest other sta

FIG. 9. The calculated ‘‘bands’’ of the@01,2# configuration
~lowest panel! compared with the observed states of band 1 a
other negative parity odd spin states which appear related to
band~upper panels!. In the top panel, the observed states are c
nected to bands as suggested in the level scheme of Fig. 3. The
of the two 172 states is interchanged in the middle panel, whi
suggests that the lower 172 state terminates a band. The coupling
the spin vectors in the encircled aligned states are given in the lo
panel and illustrated in anei vs mi diagram in Fig. 5.
1-7
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FIG. 10. The neutron orbitals drawn as functions of deformation and rotational frequency to follow the shape evolution of the
ration terminating atI 5232 ~and 261). At low spin, the deformation of this configuration is«2'0.30, g'15° and in the left panel, the
spherical origin of the orbitals at this deformation is traced. In the middle panel, the rotational frequency increases at constant de
while in the right panel, rotational frequency andg deformation increase proportionally up to the noncollective limit atg560°. The
‘‘rotational frequency’’ at this oblate deformation,v/v050.08, corresponds to a sloping Fermi surface in between those defining the 81 and
121 neutron states in Fig. 5. Filled circles at the right edge indicate which orbitals are occupied in the neutron 141, 121, and 81 states, i.e.,
the 232, 192, and 172 states of the@02,1# configuration and the 261, 241, and 201 states of the@02,2# configuration, respectively.
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at 212 and 172 which are more favored in energy. The
calculated terminating states have a somewhat larger de
mation,«'0.30. Assuming that the calculated bands dra
in Fig. 9 can be assigned to the observed states, there
substantial discrepancy in the relative energies of the dif
ent bands. Analysis of the intensities of the twog rays de-
populating the 192 state at 12 139 keV indicates that th
B(E2) values are nearly equal. This supports the idea
the two 172 states at 10 668 and 10 297 keV are stron
mixed, and that the observed states could be connecte
shown in the middle panel of Fig. 9. Here we indicate th
the lowest 172 state might be considered as a terminat
state in agreement with calculation. Most of the disagr
ment in the relative excitation energies would, however,
01430
r-
n

a
r-

at
y
as
t

-
-

main. Concerning this disagreement, one might specu
that there are noncollective states present in the spec
which have not been observed because they are more
cult to identify experimentally than the cascades of collect
transitions.

VI. DISCUSSION OF THE CALCULATIONS

A. Evolution of single-particle orbitals through the g plane

It is interesting to follow the shape evolution and the o
bitals of the@01,2# configuration from low spin to the differ-
ent aligned states and the final termination at 232. For this
purpose, Figs. 10 and 11 have been constructed. Sta
from a spherical shape, the static orbitals are followed a
,

,
e

FIG. 11. Similar to Fig. 10, but
with a rotational frequency that is
50% larger than in that figure
leading to a ‘‘rotational fre-
quency’’ of v/v050.12 at oblate
deformation at the right edge
where the orbitals occupied in th
neutron 141 states are indicated
by filled circles.
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FIG. 12. A selection of calcu-
lated low-lying configurations for
68Ge where each panel corre
sponds to a fixed value of parity
and signature. Valence space co
figurations are drawn by full lines
with thicker lines for those as-
signed to the observed band
Dashed lines and thick shade
lines are used for configuration
with one and two proton holes in
the f 7/2 subshell, respectively
When the yrast line is not traced
is indicated by a dotted line
Aligned states are encircled. Th
configurations are labeled as i
Fig. 6 and the same reference e
ergy is subtracted.
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function of quadrupole deformation to«250.3 at a ‘‘con-
stant triaxiality’’ of g515°. This is a typical low-spin de
formation for collective states in the@01,2# configuration.
Then the potential is cranked at a fixed deformation up
some intermediate rotational frequency and finally theg de-
formation is allowed to increase with a simultaneous
crease of the rotational frequency ending up at oblate sh
(g560°) at a rotational frequency approximately corr
sponding to the aligned states discussed above. The
difference between Figs. 10 and 11 is that the rotational
quency is chosen to be 50% larger in Fig. 11 which me
that the terminating frequency (v/v050.12) is more appro-
priate for the 232 state, while the terminating frequency
Fig. 10 (v/v050.08) is more appropriate for the 172 state.

Let us first consider Fig. 10. In the middle panel, at«2
50.3, g515°, and small rotational frequency th
n(g9/2)

2( f 5/2,p3/2)
6 configuration is yrast. Then when goin

through theg plane with increasing rotational frequency, tw
of the ‘‘occupied orbitals’’~dark shaded! go up in energy
and meet two ‘‘unoccupied orbitals’’~light shaded!, all be-
longing to theN53 shell and with the same signature
pairs. These orbitals do not interact very strongly so we
either follow the orbitals which are occupied at low sp
diabatically tog560° ~dark shading! or we can ‘‘switch’’ to
the orbitals which come lower at high frequencies andg
'60° ~light shaded orbitals corresponding to an optim
state atg560°). With the latter orbitals filled the aligne
172 state is formed while with the former orbitals filled, th
aligned 232 state is formed. This figure suggests that t
232 is relatively much higher in energy than the 172 state.
With a rotational frequency more appropriate for the 22

state~Fig. 11!, the excitation energy to lift the particles from
the light shaded to the dark shaded orbitals atg560° is
smaller, but it is still considerable. With a smaller deform
01430
o

-
pe
-
ly
-
s

n

l

s

-

tion at termination, the aligned 232 state will gain some
energy relative to the aligned 172 state, but it will still come
relatively higher in energy as seen in Fig. 9. We also n
that the 212 state is formed atg560° in Fig. 11 if all orbit-
als below theN537 gap except theg9/2, mi55/2 orbital are
occupied.

One might ask if the relative energies of the aligned sta
at I 5172, 212, and 232 are strongly dependent on th
single-particle parameters. No systematic calculations h
been carried out to test such a possibility, but prelimina
considerations suggest that this is not the case. For a sp
cal shape, thep3/2 subshell is below thef 5/2 subshell, see
Figs. 10 and 11. Even so, at oblate deformations of sa«
.0.2, theN53 orbitals come into groups where, starting
low energy, it is tempting to identify them a
f 7/2, f 5/2, p3/2, andp1/2, see Fig. 5. This splitting is, how
ever, caused by deformation and it is more appropriate
identify the different groups as being distinguished bynz ,
namelynz50, 1, 2, and 3. Because the splitting is a featu
of the deformation, it is expected to be largely independ
of the Nilssonk andm parameters. In Fig. 5, the orbitals a
still labeled by ‘‘f 5/2’’ and ‘‘ p3/2’’ but this is done only to
keep track of them without implying any dominating com
ponents in their wave functions.

The calculated 232 terminating state and the associat
structures are formed in the@01,2# configuration. Analogous
structures with a terminating 261 state are formed in the
@02,2# configuration where the only difference is that th
proton p(g9/2)

1( f 5/2,p3/2)
3 configuration terminating atI p

592 has been replaced by thep(g9/2)
2( f 5/2,p3/2)

2 configu-
ration terminating atI p5121, see Fig. 5. Consequently, ver
similar high-spin states are calculated in the@02,2# configu-
ration as in the@01,2#, but with all spin values increased b
3\, see Fig. 12.
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B. Favored configurations in the different „p,a… groups

Let us now consider the lowest calculated configuratio
in general and investigate the energies of the configurat
associated with the observed bands relative to other ca
lated configurations. For this purpose, the lowest ene
states for each combination of parity and signature are p
ted in Fig. 12. The figure shows that the collective config
rations assigned to the observed bands 1–4~thick black
lines!, are generally not calculated lowest in energy, but t
may largely be the result of the too high energy of theg9/2

intruder orbitals mentioned above. It is also interesting
note that for the even-spin, negative-parity states, there
very low-lying aligned 142 and 162 states with oneg9/2

proton and twog9/2 neutrons. For the configuration assoc
ated with the band terminating atI 5251 @01,3#, there is also
a shape-coexisting band at approximately the same en
but which terminates at a lower spin ofI 5211 and therefore
cannot be assigned to the observed band. Another obse
tion is that the configurations with twof 7/2 holes,@22,2# and
@22,3# are close in energy to the configurations@02,2# and
@02,3# in the full spin range where these bands are observ
Thus, comparing only energies, these core-excited confi
rations could be mistakenly assigned to the observed ba
However, the observed properties of bands 1–4 are very
ferent from those of the superdeformed band, and we are
to conclude that bands 1–4 should be assigned to vale
space configurations.

VII. SUPERDEFORMED BANDS IN THE AÈ60–70
REGION

It is worthwhile to consider the68Ge superdeformed ban
in the context of other super-, and strongly-deformed ba
which have been observed in theA;60–70 mass region
The angular momentum versusg-ray transition energy plots
for the SD bands in62Zn @1#, 68Zn @26#, and 68Ge~this work!
are compared in Fig. 13, where the transition energies for
62Zn band have been scaled by (62/68)5/3 to account for the
expected mass dependence of the moment of inertia.
though none of these SD bands have definite spin ass
ments, and can thus be shifted vertically in Fig. 13,
slopes~dynamic moments of inertia! are clearly very similar
in all cases. Lifetimes have been measured for62Zn @1#, and
for 68Zn @26#, with the result that the deformationb2
;0.45.

Also shown in Fig. 13 are the favored~or possible in the
case of 68Ge) configuration assignments for the SD ban
where we use the extended configuration notat
@p1p2 ,n1n2n3#, where p1 (n1) is the number of proton
~neutron! f 7/2 holes,p2 (n2) is the number of proton~neu-
tron! g9/2 particles, andn3 is the number of neutronh11/2
particles. In all cases shown in Fig. 13, as well as for
superdeformed bands known in60Zn @3# and 61Zn @5#, the
SD bands are based on thep1p2522 proton configuration
corresponding to filling the single-particle energy levels
to theZ530 SD shell gap~plus two extra protons in low-j
orbitals above this gap in the case of68Ge). For Z,30,
favored collective bands are based on proton configurat
01430
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obtained by removing particles from theg9/2 intruder orbit-
als, as, for example, in the highly-deformedp1p2521 bands
in 58Cu @2# and 59Cu @27#, and the deformedp1p2520 band
in 56Ni @4#. In these nuclei, the spin available from the sm
number of valence particles outside56Ni is very limited. The
deformed bands based on twof 7/2 proton-hole configurations
thus become yrast at relatively low spins and these bands
often populated with a substantial fraction of the chan
intensity in high-spin fusion-evaporation reactions. As o
moves toZ.30 nuclei, breaking the56Ni core becomes
more costly, while, at the same time, the spin available in
valence configurations rapidly increases. The high
collective bands based on twof 7/2 proton-hole configurations
thus do not become yrast until higher spins and must co
pete with pure valence space configurations over the fee
region. The observation of the SD band in68Ge, with only
;0.2% of the68Ge channel intensity, was only possible b
cause of the combination of the very clean selection of68Ge
events and the excellent statistics for this strongly popula
reaction channel. Given these considerations, the68Ge SD
band may well represent the high-Z limit of the region of
strongly deformed (f 7/2)

22 proton-hole bands which is ac
cessible with current experimental technology.

For the N5Z nuclei in the A;60 region, the neutron
configurations in the strongly deformed bands are, of cou
mirrors of the proton configurations. With increasing neutr
number, additional neutrong9/2 intruder orbitals become oc
cupied. Eventually it is no longer energetically favorable
make holes in the neutronf 7/2 orbital, as is the case in th
68Ge and68Zn SD bands. However, theh11/2 intruder orbit-
als, which play a dominant role in the superdeformed ba
in the proton-richA;80 region, may become occupied. Th

FIG. 13. A comparison of the angular momentum versusg-ray
transition energy plots for the superdeformed bands in62Zn, 68Zn,
and 68Ge. For 62Zn the lowest observed state in the SD band
assumed to have spinI 0518, while for 68Zn and 68Ge the data are
shown forI 0514 andI 0519, andI 0514 andI 0516, respectively.
For 62Zn the transitions energies have been scaled by (62/685/3.
The bands are labeled by their favored~or possible! configuration
assignments with the notation@p1p2 ,n1n2n3#, where p1 (n1) is
the number of proton~neutron! f 7/2 holes,p2 (n2) is the number of
proton~neutron! g9/2 particles, andn3 is the number of neutronh11/2

particles.
1-10
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BAND STRUCTURE OF68Ge PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 014301
is likely to be the case for the68Zn SD band@26# shown in
Fig. 13, and one may reasonably expect that there will be
bands in heavier Ge isotopes with the same proton confi
ration as the68Ge SD band, but with one or moreh11/2 in-
truder orbitals also occupied.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The nucleus68Ge has been studied to high spin. By r
quiring events with four identified protons, together with
discriminant on the total detected energy, an extremely cl
data set was obtained. In cranked Nilsson-Strutinsky ca
lations, four energetically favored high-spin configuratio
are identified within the valence space outside the56Ni core.
They involve various numbers of proton and neutrong9/2
excitations and give rise to bands terminating
232, 251, 261, and 282, corresponding precisely with th
A

A

on

01430
D
u-

n
u-
s

t

highest spins of the experimentally observed bands. A su
deformed band, populated with;0.2% of the68Ge channel
intensity, was identified and assigned a configuration
which the 56Ni core has been broken and two protons ha
been promoted from thef 7/2 orbital.
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